Nebraska State Historical Society Archives Collection Record

RG1828: Lowden, Jeannie (Jeannie Elizabeth), 1899-1984

Lincoln, Neb., Illinois: Educator, editor
Size: 4 items

What will I find in this collection?

RG1828.AM: The manuscript portion of this collection consists of 2 letters and two greeting cards, written by Jeannie Lowden to her friend Rosalind Morris. The letter of 1966 is a Christmas letter describing Lowden's activities during the year, including a trip to England. The 1969 letter describes her move from Aurora, Illinois, back to Lincoln, Nebraska.

RG1828.PH: A description of the photograph portion of this collection is pending.

How do I find more detailed information about this collection?

This coversheet is the only available finding aid for the collection.

Ask the Reference Staff for assistance with the photographs.

What restrictions govern the use of this collection?

Researchers must use gloves when handling photographs.

It is the responsibility of the patron to pursue permission and copyright issues prior to publication.
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**Not all collections are available for immediate use. Contact the reference staff for further information.**